Demolition Hammer

TE-DH 50
Item No.: 4139130
Ident No.: 11017
Bar Code: 4006825630305
The Einhell demolition hammer TE-DH 50 has a power rating of 1700 W, impact power of 50 joules and an impact rate of 1900 strikes per minute to
deliver powerful forward traction. Robust and durable, the TE-DH 50 is designed for tough continuous operation. The 180°/360° adjustable additional
handle and robust 4 m rubber cable allow the greatest possible flexibility. The main handle is vibration-cushioned for low-vibration operation, while the
soft start function ensures safe operation. Carbon brushes switch off automatically to prevent malfunctions. The SDS-hex tool chuck allows for fast tool
changes. The product comes in a practical transport and storage trolley along with a pointed chisel and flat chisel and a machinery towel for cleaning.

Features & Benefits
- Top demolition performance by 50 J single impact power
- Robust SDS-hex tool chuck for fast tool change
- Low-vibration operations by vibration-cushioned main handle
- 180°-horizontal / 360°-vertical adjustable additional handle
- Automatically switching off carbon brushes prevent malfunctions
- Soft start for safe operation
- Robust, durable construction for strong long-term operations
- Robust 4 m rubber cable for maximum mobility
- Ready for immediate work thanks to the pointed & flat chisel
- Incl. machinery towel for easy cleaning of the unit
- Supplied in a practical transport and storage trolley

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Impact rate
- Impact power
- Power cord
- Tool holder

220-240 V | 50 Hz
1700 W
1800 min^-1
50 J
400 cm | H07RN-F
SDS-HEX 30 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

18.37 kg
27.625 kg
912 x 205 x 400 mm
1 Pieces
28.5 kg
420 x 215 x 920 mm
330 | 690 | 0

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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